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The arbitration service Acas has published new guidance outlining how employers and employees
should interpret equalities legislation regarding religion and belief discrimination.

Acas (the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service) says it may be "beneficial" for employers
to "offer all staff a grounding in religion or belief in the workplace" as a step to "prevent
discrimination".

It says employers should be "very careful" when asking questions related to an individual's religion
or belief, as these may become discriminatory "particularly if they are intrusive or handled
insensitively".

The guidance identifies three areas where discrimination is most likely to occur - recruitment,
requests for time away from work and dress codes.

It says employers should "be careful" during recruitment and avoid including anything irrelevant to
the job in question in adverts, person specifications and interviews. It warns of the risk of
discrimination when members of a panel are "talking informally and unguardedly" about
candidates.

The guidance said religious observance "does not necessarily override any other good reason for
granting leave". It encourages employers to consider requests for time off to observe religious
festivals "carefully and sympathetically" while also urging employees to "be reasonable, flexible and
sympathetic" to the needs of the organisation employing them.

It also says employers should ensure they have "very good business reasons" for forcing staff to
take a portion of their leave during shutdown periods, for example during the Christmas and new
year period.

On dress codes the guidance says employers should consult recognised staff networks and trade
unions if they are in the workplace. It says employers should "look to be flexible and reasonable
where possible" and restrictions must be "for good business reasons which are proportionate,
appropriate and necessary".

It says a general ban on the display of all religious symbols at work is likely to be discriminatory.

The guidance is based on the requirements of the Equality Act 2010, which protects employees
from discrimination, harassment and victimisation on the basis of religion or belief.

It adds that a philosophical belief must be: "genuinely held", "not just an opinion or point-of-view
based on current information", "a weighty and substantial aspect of human life and behaviour";
"clear, logical, convincing, serious, important"; "worthy of respect in a democratic society";
"compatible with human dignity" and "not conflicting with the fundamental rights of others".

http://www.acas.org.uk/media/pdf/a/p/Religion-or-belief-discrimination-key-points-for-the-workplace.pdf


It identifies four types of discrimination – direct discrimination, indirect discrimination, harassment
and victimisation. Indirect discrimination involves employers taking measures which an employer
cannot justify which appear to be evenly applied but put, or would put, a particular group of people
or an individual at a disadvantage.

A National Secular Society spokesperson said: "We'd urge employers not to overdo efforts to teach
their staff about religion and belief. These may be presented with good intentions but often push a
narrative that religion needs special treatment, undermining workplace unity.

"But most of the recommendations in this guidance are reasonable. It rightly makes clear that
religious freedom is a qualified right, including in the workplace. Individuals should not expect their
employer or colleagues to make a special effort to accommodate them. On the other hand good
employers and colleagues will bear in mind that people have varied attitudes and approaches to
religion and belief.

"Where the guidance is open to interpretation we'd urge employers to treat religion in the same way
as any other personal interest."
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We must empower secular schools to assert their ethos

When Islamists tried to bully Michaela Community School, the school refused to back down. Other
schools have not been so successful in challenging religious intimidation. Megan Manson explores
what made Michaela different. Read More »

School’s decision to restrict prayer rituals lawful, court finds

Disadvantage to Muslim pupils outweighed by need to promote interests of whole school
community, judge says. Read More »

The universality of human rights needs defending

Seventy-five years on from the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, its promise
of freedom and equality remains a distant dream for those living under religious rule, says Stephen
Evans. Read More »

Freedom of religion or belief must include the freedom to
‘blaspheme’

The freedom to question and criticise religious ideas in the same manner as any other kind is
foundational to a democratic... Read More »

Established church hinders religious freedom, NSS tells UN
expert

The NSS has told a UN expert that lack of separation between Church and state is undermining
freedom of religion or belief in the UK. Read More »
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